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Abstract

This paper aims to provide a machine learning framework to simulate two-phase flow in porous media. The proposed
lgorithm is based on Physics-informed neural networks (PINN). A novel residual-based adaptive PINN is developed and
ompared with the residual-based adaptive refinement (RAR) method and with PINN with fixed collocation points. The proposed
lgorithm is expected to have great potential to be applied to different fields where adaptivity is needed. In this paper, we
ocus on the two-phase flow in porous media problem. We provide two numerical examples to show the effectiveness of the
ew algorithm. It is found that adaptivity is essential to capture moving flow fronts. We show how the results obtained through
his approach are more accurate than using RAR method or PINN with fixed collocation points, while having a comparable
omputational cost.
2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

eywords: Physics-informed neural networks; Adaptivity; Two-phase flow

1. Introduction

Multi-phase flow and transport phenomena in porous media appear in a variety of industrial applications, such as
njection-based fiber-reinforced composites processes [1,2], exploitation of oil reservoirs [3,4] and water resources

anagement [5,6]. That is why efficient stable modeling techniques are always required to understand the underlying
hysics of flow mechanisms.

Many numerical techniques have been developed to compute solutions to the partial differential equations
overning these models. Grid-based classical methods such as finite element, finite volume, and finite difference
re generally seen as the state of the art due to their numerical efficiency and stability [7]. To capture the flow
ront movement across the computational grid, these techniques are coupled with methods such as level-set [8],
olume of fluids [9] or phase-field method [10]. On the other hand, meshless and particle-based methods [11] have
een proved to provide more natural ways of tracking the interface although they are generally regarded as having
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a lower accuracy and reduced stability [12,13]. Practical applications include flow monitoring and control [14],
identification of flow parameters such as porosity and permeability [15], uncertainty quantification [16] and flow
optimization [17].

A successful approach for solving inverse problems relies on building surrogate parametric models for fast
xploration of the state space of parameters [18,19]. These meta-models are specifically designed to be an optimal
rade-off between accuracy and computational cost and can be effectively used for inverse problems when the

inimization of the objective function requires multiple calls to the flow solver to perform parametric sweeps.
ven so, when the dimension of the parametric space is high, the resulting complexity grows exponentially making
ome problems computationally intractable.

In recent years model order reduction techniques have been developed to tame this curse of dimensionality
20,21]. These rely on the fundamental assumption that the solution of the parametric problem lies in a low-
imensional manifold of the original subspace where the solution approximation is sought. Learning the structure
f this manifold is done through an offline training procedure minimizing the L2 distance from existing data,
sually collected from multiple runs of a high-fidelity solver, and produces a low-rank basis that can be reused to
epresent the solution of new problems for unseen choices of the parameters. In practice, the choice of reduced-bases
epresentation is equivalent to assuming a tensor format for the problem solution. Among the different choices the
anonical Polyadic (CP), Tucker, and Tensor Train (TT) are the most commonly used, as they provide a compact

epresentation of the parametric solution as well as a reduced complexity of the model [22–24].
The presence of a moving flow front in multi-phase flow introduces an additional difficulty to get effective

odel representations. Tensor formats are generally regarded as unfit to represent solutions exhibiting a moving
iscontinuity because, due to the dual-scale nature of the problem, there is a need for a large number of basis vectors
o obtain a good approximation of the solution. For instance, applying a standard CP space–time decomposition to a
imple 1D moving Heaviside function cannot provide an accurate approximation unless a high number of modes is
sed. In practice, the rank needed to obtain reasonably accurate results is not offering any computational advantage
ompared to full-order representations. This issue is well documented in the community of model order reduction
nd it affects not only hyperbolic equations that are likely to give rise to shocks or discontinuities but also to other
roblems in which the physics involved produces localized effects in the solutions. The issue was tackled by [25–27]
ho proposed ways to fix the problem, however, it is still a pressing difficulty that requires attention.
In recent years, with the ever-increasing number of machine learning applications that have emerged, neural

etworks (NN) have established themselves as a class of architectures offering superior modeling capabilities in
roblems such as regression and classification. When compared to the previously mentioned tensor formats NNs
ight provide a more flexible tool to represent functions with moving discontinuities resulting from the solution of

ransport equations.
It is the main aim of this paper to assess this opportunity and provide the basis for a proper framework to solve

ulti-phase flow in porous media through the use of NNs.
The proposed numerical technique is based on Physics-informed neural networks (PINN), a PDE solver based

n the use of neural networks approximation as the search space for the PDE solution. A solution to a PDE can
e obtained by minimizing the PDE and boundary conditions residuals over a finite set of points called collocation
nd training points, respectively. PINN was first introduced in [28] and has been used to solve many forward and
nverse problems [29–39]. We show in this paper that the choice of collocations points is crucial to obtain accurate
esults.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:

• Providing a basic framework to simulate two-phase flow in porous media using PINN.
• Developing a residual-based adaptive PINN for accurate flow front predictions.
• Extending the adaptivity algorithm for the training points to better capture the initial/boundary conditions and

to have different collocation points for different PDEs in a coupled system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the PINN method to solve two-phase flow in porous
edia is described. The novel residual-based adaptivity algorithm is detailed in Section 3. Numerical experiments
ere carried out and presented in Section 4, showing the advantages of using the adaptivity technique introduced in

his work compared to using classical PINN with fixed collocation points or the RAR technique. Finally, a summary

nd a conclusion are given in Section 5.
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2. Model problem and PINN formulation

In this section, we first introduce the model problem for two-phase flow in porous media. The basics for PINN
re then recalled. Finally, PINN is applied to solve the model problem.

.1. Model problem for two-phase flow in porous media

Flow in porous media can be described by Darcy’s law, which reads as

v = −
1
µ

K · ∇ p (1)

here v is the volume average Darcy’s velocity, K the permeability tensor, µ the viscosity, and ∇ p the pressure
radient. Both fluids are assumed to be incompressible, therefore, the mass conservation equation reduces to

∇ · v = 0 (2)

To differentiate between the two fluid phases, a fraction function c is introduced which takes a value 1 for one
uid and 0 for the other one. The viscosity µ is redefined as

µ = cµ2 + (1 − c)µ1 (3)

here µ2 and µ1 are the viscosities of the two fluids. c evolves with time according to the following advection
quation

ct + v · ∇c = 0 (4)

here ct is the time derivative of the fraction function c.
The problem formulation is completed by assigning boundary conditions for v, p and c, as well as initial

onditions for c:

c(x, t = 0) = c0(x) . (5)

Pressure Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on inlet and outlet boundaries:

p(xinlet , t) = pin (Inlet pressure) (6)

nd

p(xoutlet , t) = pout (Outlet pressure) (7)

Impermeable boundaries are characterized by zero normal velocity:

v · n = 0 (Impermeable wall) (8)

Inlet flow also requires the assignment of boundary conditions for c:

c(xinlet , t) = 1 (Inlet) (9)

.2. PINN

The first basic idea in PINN is the choice of the search space as a fully connected neural network approximation.
he approximation has the form of

zi
= σ i (Wi zi−1

+ bi ), i = 1, . . . , L (10)

here z0 and zL are the input (temporal or space dimensions) and output (an approximation to the solution) of
he network, respectively. While, Wi and bi are the parameters of each layer, known as the weights and biases,
espectively. σ i is a nonlinear function used to add nonlinearity in the representation and is called the activation
unction. L is the number of layers in the network.

Secondly, the residual of the PDE, to be solved, is obtained by differentiating the neural network output with
espect to the inputs using automatic differentiation. A solution is reached by finding the weights and biases that
inimize a loss function, composed of the PDEs and boundary conditions residual over a set of finite points namely,
ollocation and training points, respectively.
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Fig. 1. PINN structure for a general two-phase flow in porous media problem.

.3. PINN structure and loss function definition for the model problem

To solve the problem using PINN, three distinct neural networks are used: one for the velocity, another for
ressure, and another for the fraction function. Each of these networks has space x and time t inputs. The outputs
f these neural networks (v, p and c) are differentiated with respect to the inputs, using automatic differentiation,
orming the residuals of the three differential equations (4), (1) and (2). It should be noted that the network of v has
, 2, or 3 outputs, according to the problem dimension, corresponding to the velocity components. Another possible
tructure is to have different networks for each velocity component. The PINN structure for a general two-phase
ow in porous media problem is summarized in Fig. 1.

The loss function can, then, be defined as follows

Loss = λv lossv + λc lossc + λp lossp + λ1 loss f1 + λ2 loss f2 + λ3 loss f3 (11)

here

lossv =
1

Nv

Nv∑
i=1

r2
v (xi

v, t i
v) =

1
Nv

Nv∑
i=1

∥v(xi
v, t i

v) · n(xi
v, t i

v)∥2 (12)

lossc =
1
Nc

Nc∑
i=1

r2
c (xi

c, t i
c) =

1
Nc

Nc∑
i=1

∥c(xi
c, t i

c) − ci
b∥

2 (13)

lossp =
1

Np

Np∑
i=1

r2
p(xi

p, t i
p) =

1
Np

Np∑
i=1

∥p(xi
p, t i

p) − pi
b∥

2 (14)

loss f 1 =
1

N f 1

N f 1∑
i=1

∥ f1(xi
f1, t i

f 1)∥2
=

1
N f 1

N f 1∑
i=1

∥ct + v · ∇c∥2
(xi

f1,t i
f 1)

(15)

loss f 2 =
1

N f 2

N f 2∑
i=1

∥ f2(xi
f2, t i

f 2)∥2
=

1
N f 2

N f 2∑
i=1

∥v +
1
µ

K · ∇ p∥
2
(xi

f2,t i
f 2)

(16)

loss f 3 =
1

N f 3

N f 3∑
i=1

∥ f3(xi
f3, t i

f 3)∥2
=

1
N f 3

N f 3∑
i=1

∥∇ · v∥
2
(xi

f3,t i
f 3)

(17)

here {xi
v, t i

v, v
i
b}

Nv
i=1, {xi

c, t i
c, ci

b}
Nc
i=1 and {xi

p, t i
p, pi

b}
Np
i=1 are the points where the initial/boundary conditions are

efined for v, c and p, respectively. While {xi
f1, t i

f 1}
N f 1
i=1 , {xi

f2, t i
f 2}

N f 2
i=1 and {xi

f3, t i
f 3}

N f 3
i=1 are the collocation points
n space and time for the three residuals, respectively, where the physics is enforced and λi are the weights of
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c

each term in the loss function. The λi weights are important to make each contribution to the loss function has
omparable magnitude, thus, aiding the optimization process. Finally, a solution for the fields, p, v and c, is obtained

by minimizing the loss function with respect to the neural networks’ parameters.

3. Collocation points adaptivity

Mesh Refinement is a basic idea in classical numerical techniques such as finite element (FEM) and finite volume
(FVM) methods [40]. There are three basic techniques to mesh adaptation: h-adaptivity [41], r-adaptivity [42] and
p-adaptivity [43]. H-adaptivity adds more nodes, thus increasing the degrees of freedom and the mesh connectivity.
While r-adaptivity keeps the same number of nodes and degrees of freedom however the nodes are relocated while
keeping the same connectivity. Finally, p-adaptivity increases the polynomial degrees of elements while keeping
the mesh fixed. Other adaptivity methods exist that combines some of the basic techniques together such as:
hp-adaptivity [44] and rh-adaptivity [43].

There are mainly three drivers for mesh adaptation: error [45], PDE residual [46] and solution features [47].
Error-based adaptation adds more degrees of freedom where the solution error is high. This technique ignores

the fact that the error is transported in the domain. Therefore, adapting where the error is high might ignore the
region of the error source itself, where adaption is more useful [48].

Residual-based adaptation refines the mesh where the discretized PDE residual is high. The residual can be seen
as the source of error in the solution [49]. Thus, refining where the residual is high is seen as a way of refining
where the error source is. Therefore, this technique usually performs better than error-based adaptation.

Solution-based adaptation utilizes the solution features such as gradients or discontinuities for adaptation. The
philosophy behind this technique is that by using more points in these locations, these features can be resolved,
thus, leading to improving the overall accuracy of the solution. However, if multiple features are present in the
same problem, the adaptation results in over-refining some features while others are ignored. An example of this
adaptivity failure can be found in [50].

The adaptation process is usually computationally expensive since certain requirements have to be satisfied and
the mesh connectivity needs to be updated. Moreover, parallelization becomes complex for unstructured grids.
However, in the case of PINN, changing the collocation points locations or adding more points are cheap processes.
The main reason is that PINN is a meshless method, thus, there are no element volumes to take care of or mesh
connectivity to update. Moreover, the approximation of the derivatives is independent of the collocation point
position. Therefore, there is no discretization error resulting from the distribution of the collocation points. The
only thing to do is identify the location where more points are needed.

In this study, we develop a residual-based algorithm by enriching the locations where the residual is high with
more collocation points. We build the algorithm based on the work of [51] in which the authors developed the
residual-based adaptive refinement method (RAR). In their work, the authors used a dense set of randomly drawn
points in the space–time domain, where residuals are evaluated. Points corresponding to the largest residual values
are then added to the training set of collocation points. The progressive refinement of the training set allows for
residual control. However when residual is showing high values in very narrow regions, this sampling strategy
tends to produce excessively clustered points ignoring other solution features if existing and leading to unnecessary
over-refinement. This behavior appears to be related to solutions exhibiting moving sharp fronts or discontinuities,
as in the model considered in this work. An example of that is seen in Fig. 2 where the added points are focused
in a very small region.

To avoid this point clusters that might lead to over-fitting of the model, we designed a probability density function
based on the residual field to control the spread of the added points. The density function is, then, used to draw
points from the dense set and these points are added to the training set. By doing this, collocation points will be
more evenly spread in the domain; more points will be added where the probability is high (high residual) and
fewer points where the probability is lower (low residual). Fig. 3 explains the procedure used for the adaptivity
technique developed in this paper.

The algorithm is extended for coupled differential equations so that each PDE residual will have different
collocation points. Moreover, data points are also enriched using a similar strategy to capture the initial/boundary

conditions better. The algorithm is as follows:

5
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Algorithm 1: Residual-based adaptivity

Inputs: Number of adaptivity steps M , number of iterations n, tolerances ϵi , ϵv , ϵc and ϵp;
hile m < M & (µi > ϵi || µv > ϵv || µc > ϵc || µp > ϵp) do

- Calculate fi (3 PDE residuals), rv , rc and rp using dense sets;
- Build the probability functions pi , pv , pc and pp using dense sets Eq: (18);
- Draw points from the dense sets using the probabilities and add it to the training sets;
- Use minimization algorithm for n fixed iterations;
- Calculate the residuals’ mean using the dense sets;

µi =
1
Ni

∑
| fi |

µv =
1

Nv

∑
|v(xi

v, t i
v) · n(xi

v, t i
v)|

µc =
1
Nc

∑
|c(x i

c, t i
c) − ci

b|

µp =
1

Np

∑
|p(x i

p, t i
p) − pi

b|

end

The probability functions used have the form of

p(X) =
max(log|r (X)/ϵ|, 0)∫

Ω max(log|r (X)/ϵ|, 0) dX
(18)

here X is the random vector [x, t]T , r the considered residual, Ω the spatio-temporal domain and ϵ a small
olerance to filter small residual values. In practice, the choice of the value of ϵ is chosen to control the spread of
he point distributions. The function is designed in a way to ensure that its integral over the space–time domain is
, hence, the presence of the term in the denominator which is calculated using Monte Carlo integration over the
ense set of points.

. Numerical experiments

.1. One dimensional injection

We consider a one-dimensional problem shown in Fig. 4. At t = 0, the domain is filled with one fluid (fluid 1).
nother fluid (fluid 2) is being injected from the left end at constant pressure pin , while the pressure at the other

nd is fixed to pout .
Eq. (1) will reduce to

v = −
k
µ

px (19)

here v is the volume average Darcy’s velocity, k the permeability, µ the viscosity and px the pressure gradient
ith respect to x . Eq. (2) reduces to

vx = 0 (20)

Boundary conditions are given for the pressure inlet and outlet at all times.

p(0, t) = pin, p(l, t) = pout (21)

here l is the domain length.
To differentiate between the two phases, a fraction function c is defined. c takes a value of 1 in the domain that

s filled with fluid 2 and 0 when fluid 1 is present. The viscosity µ is redefined according to (3). Eq. (4) reduces
6
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w

Fig. 2. Left: log of the absolute residual field f1, right: the chosen points according to RAR.

Fig. 3. Left: log of the absolute residual field f1, middle: the probability density function built from the residual, right: the chosen points
drawn from the density function.

Fig. 4. One-dimensional domain (filling problem).

to

ct + v cx = 0 (22)

here ct and cx are time and position gradients of c, respectively.
To solve this equation, initial and boundary conditions need to be enforced on c.

c(0, t) = 1, c(x, 0) = 0 (23)
7
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Fig. 5. Front (fluid 1/fluid 2 interface) position with time for the fixed, RAR and new adaptivity cases along with analytical front position
for the 1D example and a zoomed image to differentiate.

To sum up, the strong form of the problem can be written as:

ct + v cx = 0, x ∈ [0, l], t ∈ [0, T ],
v = −k/µ px , x ∈ [0, l], t ∈ [0, T ],

vx = 0, x ∈ [0, l], t ∈ [0, T ],
µ = cµ2 + (1 − c)µ1

p(0, t) = pin, p(l, t) = pout

c(0, t) = 1, c(x, 0) = 0

(24)

here T is the end of the time domain where the problem is solved.
The training is performed using a neural network of 5 hidden layers and 20 neurons in each layer. Hyperbolic

angent activation function is used in all the hidden layers; this choice proved to provide good results [35,36,38].
owever, for the output layer sigmoid function is used for the pressure and fraction function networks since their
alues go from 0 to 1, while, linear activation function is used for the output layer of the velocity network. Adam
ptimizer is used for the initial training phase with a fixed learning rate of 0.001 and 1000 iterations. Afterwards,
FGS optimization algorithm is used. This optimization strategy is followed by [31,51,52]. The reason is that

econd-order methods like BFGS are prone to fall into local minima, therefore, Adam is firstly used to reach the
one of the global minimum, afterwards, BFGS is used to reach the minimum easier since it iteratively builds
n approximation of the Hessian matrix. The different terms of the loss function are weighted similarly, thus,
c = λp = λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1. The parameters used to solve the problem are given in Table 1.

Three numerical experiments are performed and compared. The first one using fixed number and position of
ollocation points (2500 points organized in 50 × 50 grid) for the whole training phase. The second experiment
sing the RAR technique starting with 1600 points organized as 40 × 40 grid points during the Adam training
hase. Afterwards, point enrichments are performed every 50 BFGS iterations till the stopping criteria are satisfied
at 2500 points as well). The final experiment using the provided adaptivity algorithm starting with 1600 points
rganized as 40 × 40 grid points during the Adam training phase. Similar enrichments are done as in the RAR
xperiment. All cases took near 200 s to converge using laptop Intel core i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60 GHz 2.59 GHz
ith 8 Go RAM.
8
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e
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Fig. 6. Pressure profiles at different times (t = 0, t = 0.15, t = 0.25 and t = 0.5) for the adaptive and fixed collocations cases for the 1D
xample.

Table 1
Parameters used for the one-dimensional two-phase flow.

Parameter Value

l 1
T 0.5
k 1
µ2 1
µ1 10−5

pin 1
pout 0

A fixed 1000 points randomly distributed over the domain are used as a test set to have a sense of the
eneralization error committed during the training phase. It should be noted that these points are only used for
esting but are not used in the training phase.

Firstly, the flow front (fluid 1/fluid 2 interface) is extracted as the 0.5 level set of c and plotted for both cases
long with the analytical front solution in Fig. 5. The analytical solution for the flow front x f is obtained as

x f =

−µ1l +

√
µ2

1l2 + 2(µ2 − µ1)k(pin − pout )t

µ2 − µ1
(25)

The new adaptivity technique provided the best results among the three cases. PINN with RAR did not provide
a significant improvement to the approximation; that is probably due to focusing of the enrichments in a small
spatio-temporal region leading to harder optimization and higher generalization error.

The pressure profiles at different times for the three cases are shown in Fig. 6 and compared to the analytical
solution. The analytical solution for pressure can be written as

p(x, t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
−µ2(pin − pout )

(µ2 − µ1)x f (t) + µ1l
x + pin x < x f (t)

−µ1(pin − pout ) x +
µ1(pin − pout ) l + pout x ≥ x f (t)

(26)
(µ2 − µ1)x f (t) + µ1l (µ2 − µ1)x f (t) + µ1l
9
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a

F

Fig. 7. Evolution of collocation points with new adaptivity (from left to right: collocations for f1, collocations for f2 and collocations for
f3) for the 1D example. New collocation points after each adaptation step are shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The new adaptive case provided a pressure solution closer to the analytical solution than both of the fixed PINN
nd PINN with RAR cases. PINN with RAR shows a prediction far from the analytical solution near t = 0.

The distribution of the collocation points for the different PDEs is shown in the case of new adaptive PINN in
ig. 7. The figure shows the evolution of these distributions at different stages of using the adaptivity algorithm.
10
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Fig. 8. Loss vs. Iteration graphs for fixed PINN (left plot), new adaptive PINN (middle plot), and PINN with RAR (right plot) for the 1D
xample.

From Fig. 7, it can be seen for the collocation points of f1 that the points seem to be dense near the location of
he front, where the residual is higher. This helped in capturing the interface location accurately. While for the other
ollocation points ( f2 and f3), they were distributed almost randomly in the domain. That is because the residual
eld is spread all over the domain since there are no sharp solution features to capture.

The loss function is compared in the three cases by plotting the loss vs. iteration graph for both cases. The
oss using the training set is compared to that using the testing set for all cases as shown in Fig. 8. It should be
oted that there is a deviation between the training and testing loss in the fixed collocations case, meaning that
he generalization error is high. This deviation is marginally decreased in the PINN with RAR case. For the new
daptive PINN case, the deviation significantly decreased meaning that less generalization error is committed using
he newly-developed adaptive technique. From a deep learning perspective, using adaptive collocation points can
e seen as a form of regularization of the neural network solution; adaptivity prevents overfitting, thus making the
olution more accurate for unseen points (points not used in the training process).

The different terms in the loss function are plotted for the new adaptive case against the number of iterations in
ig. 9. This is done to assure the convergence of all the terms.

All the loss terms have more or less a similar trend in convergence. We can note that the loss corresponding to
he initial and boundary conditions of the fraction function c has the highest values (harder convergence) that is
ue to the discontinuity in the initial/boundary condition values at t = 0.

.2. Two dimensional central injection

The next example is a two-dimensional problem that is encountered in structural composites manufacturing
rocesses such as resin transfer molding. The domain is a square of a unity area with an elliptic injection port
laced at the center with constant pressure (p = 1). The four outer sides are outlets where the pressure is set to
ero. The problem domain is plotted in Fig. 10. The analytical solution of this problem exists in [53].

The material properties are the same as in the first example except for the permeability of the domain which is
niform orthotropic and can written as:

K =

[
1.5 0
0 1

]
(27)

All training parameters, that are used in the first example, are the same in this example except for the network
rchitecture. In this case, 4 neural networks are used to approximate the fraction function, pressure and two velocity
omponents; each network is composed of 5 hidden layers and 20 neurons.

The fraction function and pressure fields are plotted at different times for the adaptive case to visualize the
volution of the flow front and pressure with time in Fig. 11.

The flow front position in x and y directions is plotted in Figs. 12 and 13 for the 3 cases along with the analytical
olution to compare.
It can be seen that the new adaptive algorithm provided better prediction of the flow front position.

11
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Fig. 9. Different loss terms versus iterations for the new adaptivity case for the 1D example.

Fig. 10. Domain of the 2D central injection problem. Γout is the outlet boundary where the pressure is set to 0, while Γin is the boundary
of the inlet where pressure is set to 1.

The loss function is plotted for the 3 cases in Fig. 14. 10,000 points in the space–time domain are chosen
randomly to assess the testing loss, while they are not used in the training.

Using the new adaptivity algorithm, the discrepancy between the training and testing loss is greatly reduced. That
means that it offers a mean to reduce the generalization error thus provides better accuracy to the approximated
fields.

5. Conclusion

In this study, Physics-Informed Neural Networks (PINN) are applied to solve two-phase flow problems in porous
media. A novel residual-based adaptive algorithm is developed. The key is to utilize the PDE residual to build
12
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Fig. 11. Left: Front function field. Right: pressure field. The plots are shown at times 0, 0.039 and 0.078 from top to bottom.

a probability density function, from which new collocation points are drawn and added to the training set. The
technique is applied to the different PDEs in the coupled system independently, thus, different collocations points
are used for the different PDEs. Moreover, the technique is applied to enrich the points used to capture the initial
and boundary conditions.
13
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Fig. 12. Front (fluid 1/fluid 2 interface) position in the x-direction with time for the fixed and adaptive cases along with analytical front
osition for the 2D case.

Fig. 13. Front (fluid 1/fluid 2 interface) position in the y-direction with time for the fixed and adaptive cases along with analytical front
osition for the 2D case.

The adaptivity algorithm is used to solve 1D and 2D two-phase flow in porous media. Using the new technique
rovided better results than using the classical PINN with fixed collocation points and also showed an improvement
ver the RAR technique. The adaptive technique can be seen as a form of regularization of the neural networks,
hus reducing the generalization error.
14
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R

Fig. 14. Loss vs. Iteration graphs for fixed PINN (left plot), new adaptive PINN (middle plot), and PINN with RAR (right plot).
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